
 Say “Goodbye” to nasty, cancer-causing chemicals, and “Hello
VelvaLok - the ONE and ONLY velvet antler preservative on the market that 
sets, dries, and preserves natural velvet while getting rid of bugs!

Steps for Success: 
1. Antlers should be kept in an environment free from moistures and treated/preserved above 
80°F - 26°C
2. Please ensure your heads are fully thawed, not cold to the touch, and don’t have any mois-
ture on them prior to application. If droplets of water are present, please gently wipe o� with a 
soft towel.
3. Make sure to hold the sprayer NO MORE than 1" from the velvet and saturate - do not mist the 
velvet at 4-6" away - it will not work. If applied correctly, you should see VelvaLok hit the velvet 
and carry itself down & around the velvet.
4. Ensure to get the product in all the cracks, crevices, around the backs, etc. Cover all velvet 
tissue with Velvalok. If applied correctly, you will see the excess VelvaLok drip o� the pedicle. 
Note - it may look darker due to the blood and dirt it comes in contact with during application.
5. IMPORTANT - DO NOT put back in a freezer, fridge, or cool area. Velvalok is activated by 
warmth and UV light; being placed in the sun/heat is essential for success! If outdoor tempera-
tures are above 80°F - 26°C we recommend putting antlers out in the sun and heat, and bring 
them into a garage/shop at night to ensure they are not disturbed. If it's not above the required 
temperature, or if it’s raining/snowing, keep them in a warm area inside, and attempt to heat 
the area to 80°F - 26°C  degrees. Note - If applied in cooler temperatures, drying time will signifi-
cantly increase.  

Application Instructions:
1. If frozen, ensure antlers are fully thawed, not cold to the touch, and not wet prior to applica-
tion.
2. Apply VelvaLok liberally by saturating all velvet surfaces. Hold sprayer NO MORE than 1” away 
from velvet - DO NOT mist.
3. Ensure antlers are kept upright pointed to the sky - DO NOT hang upside down after applica-
tion.
4. VelvaLok is activated by dry heat and sun (UV Light) - DO NOT put in a freezer, refrigerator, 
cooler, or shade after application. For optimum results, use in ambient temperatures of 80°F - 
26°C or warmer.
5. With a small brush [not included] gently back-brush any matted hair to stand upright. Note: 
Preservation time may vary based on species, size, and harvest date. Please see bottle for 
usage chart by species.

* Recommended shelf life is two (2) years from date of manufacture * 

* Velvet is living tissue and quality of preservation can be a�ected by degree of antler development and timing factors *   
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